Indicative Format of the Request letter to be received from the Exporter/seller at the time of approaching
YBL for discounting of a co-accepted bill
(On the letterhead of the customer)

To,
The Manager
YES Bank Ltd.,
Branch address
________________________,

Date: _______________

Sub: Discounting of the bill of exchange no ________________ co-accepted by ___________________Bank under your
reference no______________________________.
Dear Sir,
With ref to the captioned subject, we enclose herewith the following documents:
1. Invoice No_______________ for_________________ dated________________
2. Transport document _____________________________
3. Any other document _________________________________________________________
You are requested to discount the co-accepted bill where acceptance is received from __________________ bank.
8.

Proceeds disposal instructions. (mark X wherever applicable )
Please credit proceeds (Amount) _________ ____________________ to account no.
_________________ with you and balance to operative account no. _____________ with you.
We confirm that we have not availed packing credit from any other bank for the amount
transferred to our operative account with you.
Please credit (Amount) _______________to account no. _____________with your bank.
OR
____________________________________________________________
(Name of the bank and branch with complete details)
Please remit proceeds in INR by P.O. or remit through T.T. as per instructions enclosed.

Please use the forward contract (s), as given below…..
Forward Contract No.
Forward Contract Amount Amount to be Utilized for
& Date
this remittance

Due Date of the Contract

Declaration – Cum – Undertaking
Please note that you are authorized to deduct the applicable interest and interest on account of delayed realization from
the discounted proceeds.
Declaration cum Undertaking (For export bill discounting). We hereby declare that this transaction does not involve,
and is not designed for the purpose of any contravention or evasion of the provisions of the FEMA 1999 or of any rule,
regulation, notification, direction or order made there under. We also hereby agree and undertake to give such
information/documents as will reasonably satisfy you about this transaction in terms of the above declaration. We also
undertake that if we refuse to comply with any such requirement or make only unsatisfactory compliance therewith,
the bank shall refuse in writing to undertake the transaction and shall if it has reason to believe that any contravention
/ evasion is contemplated by me/us report the matter to Reserve Bank of India. We further declare that the
undersigned has the authority to give this declaration and undertaking on behalf of the firm / company /
proprietorship entity.
I/we also declare that the transaction does not have linkage with any Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked
Persons (SDN)/countries listed under OFAC in any manner. If the transaction involves linkage with any Specially
Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons (SDN)/countries listed under OFAC in any manner, I/we undertake not to
hold YES Bank Limited responsible for any of its action or inaction in respect of the OFAC-linked transactions.
Note – Default GST registration details as updated in the Bank records will be considered for the said request. In case
the no. to be considered is different, please notify below.
GSTIN Registration no.

Yours faithfully,
Authorized Signatory
Company Stamp / Seal
Date: _________________

Place: _________________

